
 

Position 

 

Product Head 

 

Key role attributes 

 

 Manage a team of 30-35 product and UI resources. Additionally manage 300 

+ folks managing delivery and data collection 

 Launch the current features under development in double quick time. 

 Look beyond the obvious and come up with path breaking products which 

would be really helpful for the user.  

 Manage all aspects of site; deliver highly scalable, usable and differentiated 

products. 

 High degree of sensitivity on improve consumer experience/ usability of the  

site.  

 Conceptualize products which could be new streams of revenue & category 

growth drivers.   

 Driving creation of new/next-gen platforms 

About 

Magicbricks.com 

Magicbricks.com is India’s No 1 Property Site and has been adjudged as the most 

preferred site in India, by independent surveys. We provide a platform for buyers & 

sellers to locate properties of interest & source information on real estate that can be 

of use to all. 

At Magicbricks, we are ‘powered by astuteness and driven by values’. We make 

sure that our employees are well taken care of. We ascertain that their hard work and 

perseverance are the driving force behind our success, and we continually look for 

additional ways to reward them.  We are growing and always in search of new 

talent. If you are driven by challenging work & eager to learn more, we would like 

to hear from you! 

Desired attributes Keen eye towards understanding consumers, their pain areas and their behavior on 

the site.  

 Strong product definition skills. Exceptional Problem solving skills.  

 Understanding of mobile technology 

 Ability to manage and drive teams hard to performance 

 Work in an entrepreneurial kind of culture and manage things in a similar 

way. 

 Appreciation of tech architecture 

 Should be currently managing a website with traffic > 5mn per month 



Soft Skills  Strong demonstrated performance in previous organizations. If you’ve built 

a  winning product, with scale, in a highly competitive context, that would 

be a huge plus.  

 High level of personal competence 

 Ability to juggle multiple tasks and work on stiff deadlines. Burn midnight 

oil if required! 

 Excellent written and verbal communication skill. 

 A go getter driving his/ her team to win 

 

Location 

 

Noida 

Work Experience  Keen interest in digital space both internet and mobile. Experience of being part of a 

set-up with some scale and having managed at-least a direct team of 10 Product 

Managers. Min 10-15 years’ experience in product roles with minimum 5 years 

in the consumer internet space. 

In brief the organization is a leader in the property classifieds category, there is still 

a lot of innovation required to take the organization to the next level = 5 times 

growth in the next 3 years. The incumbent will join as part of the senior leadership 

team and will be expected to take the organization to this level. The category persay 

is growing very fast and we are growing much faster than the category.  

Contact Person 

 

Interested Candidates, may forward their resume on 

“monika.narwal@timesgroup.com.” 
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